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find it somewhat disto talk to a group of professionals in a field other than my
own even
we may have a common
interest
However, Tom Gates had
asked that I say
about
science education some of
directions that are
, and how these
be
related to
programs
I
decided to
this invitation
because I realize how
it is for all educational
to
,
those that have an interest in the
fields of science. For the next few
minutes I
to scan the scene in
science,
education. I'll
be
what

his
science
blamed
In less
science
t

have

e

tween 1957 and 1970 the National
Science Foundation
one
billion dollars to
curricula and
handle them. These new curricula,
the 1960's, were
zed to reflect
Many of you will
remember what Zacharius said way
back in 1956 in the
of
PSSE
"If physics was
the way that physicists understand it,
it would be
interes
to
children." Now, it's just about to
from the curriculum. We
have
lowest enrollment we've
this past year.
of all kinds
the investiscience and show
how scientific research takes
The
of science were to
young
to think like
scientists or to know science as it
is "known by scientists".
The rationale for
science during the 1960's was what
my friends in Great Britain call
enlistment science. We wanted to
the interest of young
and enlist them into the field to
alleviate the technical manpower
We
no
have this condition--not with
3,000 unemployed Ph.D.'s in science
alone. We either were very successful
or we failed, for I'm not sure how
you
these results.
Now the educational
and
the crisis we have in the 1970's are
different from
First, we are
social tension
cultural turbulence
we have seen the emergence
of a counter-culture in which young
ect the traditional life
values and express a loss of faith
in exis
social institutions.
are anti-establishment and
criticize schools for
relevance. The issue to them is not how
1974

much better
to be, but how
to what
the

We can go
some
In the
have watched this
move from what in
as an acid culture
and then to a dis
I suppose
gone
tion
world
of 10 years ago
apparent that the
of the 1970's are
those of the 1960

upon
direct their
towards the common
THE

a dimension of social
to the scientific
Science is thus on the
characterized
an anti-science
sentiment among the
and students alike.
, after
money
for research for the National Science
Foundation this year
, found
that the Bureau of the
had
cut the amount of money in half.
The more
tic writers do
see an end to continued progress,
a slowdown in human achievement.
We are in the midst of a
conservative movement. We find that
there are commissions in
that want to set up a bureau of
social
We find the
,
, we t re
one billion dollars
next year for research if you'll
establish a Manhattan
ect to
find a cure for cancer, but not one
penny to find another
the
Notice that
are
it because we're not
ready for a Manhattan
ect in
We
t have the amount of
information that was held in
on atomic fission. Nevertheless the
pressures are there
Science as an
is not the same science
we had 10 years ago.
One of the most
issues
is how to
the various gaps
between science, science and
science and technology, and then
proceed to the individual and what
he is to be taught. We must do this
at the very time that
is
an extensive cultural
transformation and much soul searchin an effort to find itself.
We
a new kind of vision
about the world it is possible to
achieve and what this is
mean for education.
technolo-

to
science
citizen
he finds
social context with
the welfare of mankind.
certain that
closer and closer
more moral
To achieve this
would
that
its
upon

become
be
is
the
are
the
be
it

the whole
science in terms
the individual
the pas several years
and universities
have established such programs
Forme for
Stanford but
we have a
which crosses
, medicine,
We have
techperson from
and one from
the
This is what we
mean
the
of
science into a new
Even
the Ph.D level,
one's s
to a
tends to broaden one's studies.
has noted that the
increase
The activities of various fields are found
instead at the
of sciences
such as
chemis
,
and other
similar combinations
Much of
and
based on the

an
education
time
in which
most of their
do
not want an education
has the
historical
of their
or even that of their teachers, for
will never live in those times.
A liberal education in science
to prepare students to cope
with a world of
The future
can no
be
but will
to
heard
these
in
the environmental sciences
Some
are
1y accurate and some
aren't
But I think no one doub
that we have to pay more attention
to the future, and that this will
an education that has a
direction towards the future. We
too often
that the future is
the
of time of our
whole life over which we
have any control
mode of science
Our
collision course
because the student
with the

did in the last
suppose the
that has
and become
wve tried to solve
and in
line basis without
many interactions and connections
have with each other.
this because this

there will be more this year. It
has been necessary to
a
whole new science with its own journals called "Information
in order to help the specialist keep
up-to-date. The average citizen is
so buffeted by this overload of
knowledge that he has become the
victim of charlatans, astrologers
for example, and other kinds of
entrepreneurs who claim to provide
answers quickly and cheaply.
Schools can no longer manage
the whole task of formal education
and I think we might as well admit
that. New sources for the transmission of information are needed.
As I see it the planetarium provides
one of these resources, along with
museums, zoos, nature areas, observatories, parks, aquariums, and all
other kinds of special facilities.
In this expanded role as a
part of formal education there is
need to reconsider goals. There is
a difference between serving as a
supplementary agency to schools,
which many
such as museums
and
do, and assuming
the major
for a segment of the child's education. For
the most
planetariums, museums
and so forth have either served to
reinforce the school's science
curriculum or
it altogether.
I'm suggesting that the situation
be reversed and that the school be
the supporting agency. There are
300,000 elementary school teachers
in the United States who make up
the staff of 65,000
schools
and 15,000 private elementary schools
and
My guess is that
there are fewer than 100 teachers
that know what you (as planetarium
educators) know about astronomy,
and that less than a dozen schools
are equipped to the extent that you
are to teach it in its best form.
I feel that the relevant science
should be
by you in a
framework of a
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curriculum structure. The
should be able to return to the
planetarium year after year and
find programs which are
built on his
visits and
extend his insight. That is what
mean by a formal education program.
The planetarium program can then
reinforced by teachers. I see the
planetarium director
on the
res pons
for the in-service
education of our teachers
special programs.
are
doing this; however it is to
supplement teachers in what
doing and in their context rather
than in the context of the
These programs may als
erve as
means for ins
teacher aides
and
who have children in
school
One of the
now
cation is
be
well informed on curriculum. I have
spent time
curriculum
for parents about the courses their
children are
If
aren't informed, we'
children
with the new
in science and the
will occur that
the new math. When youngs
came home from the first
about set
,
couldn't understand them and thus
were
t it@
It would be
that
have science programs which include
topics on as
, and that
tarium and school program sequences
should be coordinated
Here
I believe much of the
needs to come from the
staff. In-service education is a
of teacher education
today. The art of
ob training will
increase in
future years. Here I see a
respons
for all
are outside the school
that you can educate a
69

any four or five year
time in a
or
, with the kinds of exthat
're
to need
for the rest of their time.
back
and universities
much. They need the
kind of extended education that
involves the resources of their own
need to learn to
take advantage of local assets and
be able to adapt the curriculum to
suit the purposes of the area and
the clientele.
If
become an intepart of the total
environment of a child, typically
educators will need to
pay more attention to the
of
The
tions are offered from my
at Stanford over the last 25 or 30
years. First, the sequence of
needs to be organized into
some sort of hierarchy to go from one
year to another. It's been my observation that the audience has too
a range for all to profit, or

arouse interest
are reinforced with
program built
extend
interest goes for
very little.

All
The

Bebeen
there
much.

Cons
youngster
t go with the one
there has been a
the
we're
to do in education
programs is to slow them down so
that there's a chance to
and a chance to understand.
an
for
activities
children. Give
them a chance to do something more
than to just look and see
the
program to such areas as
, observations,
hobbies, and other kinds of rein-

saved from
in two ways
First
sop up about 1000 hours
adult life, and even
ren
rest! These have

In summary what all this means
is to react with a little more
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, re
to run thin.
We must now face the issue of
how to make intellectual use of
leisure time. This is a matter of
or concern for an
number of
would like
oy the game of science not as
but as serious observers,
in much the way that the
of the middle ages did when
gave
harbor to a scientist just because
were interested in what he was
and
oyed
on a
dinner conversation over a
of
wine. Scientists, however,
tell about their achievements in
what amounts to a secret
In most cases the code is not even
understood by other scientists if
they're outside the fraternity of a
particular discipline. To be sure
the results of their thinking are
published. Yes, they are published
in one of the 100,000 technical
journals now in print, but these
have an average circulation of only
800 copies.
How does the average citizen
contact this flow of information in
different areas which might interest
him? Suppose we take a look at
modern as
I'll begin modern
astronomy, say, when the first V 2
rocket was launched on October 10,
1946. That is a good beginning
because that's
a quarter of a
century ago. What's happened since
1946 in terms of space, the world,
and outer
We've gone from
rockets to satellites, to space
laboratories, and as we go into the
1970's we can look forward to the
high energy astronomical
series that will be developed, and
into the 1980's through a
space
program which is
to
the size and structure of
the universe.
Now this is the game that
abou t , the game
number of
like to be a
of
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This reminds
federal
science
a

transit
Franklin

and structure of
we realize this
question, or at
little
The

an
like to
as
I need an
as an educational function of

and

his
to a
tremendous
educational
and museums
new visions
own future and foresee a new
for civilization.
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Charles G.

the Smithsonian museums
the new
comwhile
exhibits and other facilities
taIled and readied for
4. One of these facilities is
ilie
a
located on the
side of the Mall,
National

across from
of Art.
Obata of St Louis,
a combination
marble

Figure 2.

Second Floor

Plan~

National Air and Space Museum
and the starfield can be moved in
azimuth.
The dome is made of
aluminum and is
which can bear a
at any
A
over the dome, and can be moved
on tracks for access to any
the back of the dome. This access
bility is necessary for rear-dome
visuals and for installation and
tenance of dome sound
The sound system will consis
part of eight

arrangement; that is, the center of
the concentric seating is offset from
the center of the room. This seating
plan bears a unidirectional quality,
while giving most of the audience an
easy view of 50% or more of the dome.
At a Whitehouse dinner in summer
1975, President Walter Scheel of West
Germany announced his country's gift
to the Smithsonian of a Carl Zeiss
Model VI planetarium instrument, along
with approximately $300,000 for a digital control device and other equipment. The gift is part of Germany's
commemoration of the American Revolution Bicentennial. The digital control
device, or "computer" as it is more
easily (albeit improperly) called, is
being developed and fabricated by
Gyrosystems, Inc. of Farmingdale, N.Y.
In addition to controlling the planetarium instrument, the computer will
operate up to 400 special effects projectors located in the projection
gallery behind and slightly below the
edge of the dome. When the complete
instrument and control system is installed, it will be capable of manual
control, automatic control from tape
or a flexible disc, and combinations
of various types of control -- Murphy's
Law notwithstanding.
The mount of the planetarium
instrument rests on an electric turntable, which is in turn mounted on an
elevator platform. Thus, the instrument can be lowered below floor level,
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members at various
heights.
can be switched
manually or by the computer to
the illusion of
sound effec
installation,
sound system will be
of gen2,040 watts of audio power
T h e ' s first show,
Cosmic Awakening~ is in
the Bicentennial opening. It is a
tour
his
and the scienti
revolutions that have altered our
cept of the universe, with a look
the future, to the next cosmic awakening that may await us.
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f
by Theodore V Smith, Nova

University~

ABSTRACT
Two groups composed of both
third and fourth grade students were
each taught constellations
different methods
One group was shown
only the constellation star field.
The other group was shown in addition
to the star field an overlay of the
mythological constellation
A comparison of the group means
failed to show significance
> O.
when the subjects were evaluated by
a paper and pencil test in the classroom or by using the planetarium sky.
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LauderdaZe~

even though
to learn about
lations. Many
an obs
order to
of stars,
the

Even without
people see familiar
trees, and mountains
good reason to believe
before recorded his
, man
first found his way among the emultitude of individual
stars
star

INTRODUCTION
Mankind has long been intrigued
by the stars and their motions. From
earliest times children have asked
their parents the question "What
star is that?" Unfortunately, few
people can answer such questions

I

II ti

p
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word for constellation is
Rey (1962) believes
that the average person expects
constellation charts to show groups
of stars in the shapes of lions~
whales,
, and so forth.
Unfortunately, the charts show
of the sort and this discrepancy
confuses the student.
The result of this situation is
that for most persons the constellations never come to life, the sky
remains unfamiliar, they become
discouraged, and
up.
Rey (1962) attempted to remedy
the situation. His book,
the constellations in a new
way, as shapes which suggest
what the names
; it shows the
groups of stars known as the Great
Bear in the
of a bear, the
illlale in the shape of a whale, the
Eagle as an
, and so on. Rey
claims that these shapes are easy
to remember, and once learned can
be retraced in the sky.
In addition to the differences
in the method of
there is a
among those
who teach constellations as to what
is the best approach. There are two
points of view. The
believe
that the best way to teach constellations is to use
but the
real
tion
in
The more extreme
believe that even the
is artificial and should
not be used. Still
others, more
will
photographs or accurate
of the star fields as
proper for the
of constellations. The other group, we shall
call the
believe that in
addition to the real or accurate
of the
,some form
of visual media is a tremendous aid
in
constellations and therefore should be
The visual
aid is
in the form of an
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the s tar field.
the

fusion in trans
sky. They argue that
a cue which
in the real world and
when evaluated under

literature has not
research which

either

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

student achievement
little
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tasks. Justification for the use of
various methods should be based on
their distinctive contributions to
specific types of learning. This
paper is concerned with a specific
visual illustration (superimposition)
to a specific learning task (constellation recognition).
Literature is available on the
improvement of student performance
by the use of visual aids designed
to complete oral instruction (Dwyer
1967). Yet, an extensive search of
the literature shows that only a
limited number of studies have been
conducted on the effect that visual
illustrations have on the teaching
of astronomical topics. There is
little objective data to guide
teachers in obtaining the greatest
possible learning value from the
planetarium (Wright 1968). Therefore, further research is needed in
order to provide those who present
planetarium lectures or teach
astronomy concepts in the classroom
with an understanding of the
effectiveness of various methods
of instruction. The few research
studies available in the area
emphasize the current state of
confusion and the need for this kind
of evaluation research.
One of the first
to
evaluate the use of the
planetarium
was made
astronomy units
in two sixth
classes in which
students were matched by I.Q ,
age, and
scores. One class was
in the
and the other
in the classroom. The results,
all in favor of the group
instruction in the
indicated:
a
three-dimensional
<

o.

ment in the
of content
(f < 0.05). This would appear to
be very impressive evidence in favor
of the planetarium.
However, since a small
had been employed (N =
(1966) designed a second
to evaluate the same factors as well
as the importance of the
of the visits. This s
involved
400 sixth grade students who were
taught by different teachers us
a unit outline to insure
Results of this s
indicated no
significant difference
> 0
between any of the factors
considered.
There has been concern for the
different conclusions reached in
of the studies. Tuttle attributed
the
of the second
to the variations in
teaching between
teachers. Tuttle's work raised a
doubt as to the value of the
tarium
Rosemergy
found
ficant difference in sixth
of selected

,(

0
two-dimensional
and
<
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demonstration of the same concepts.

An instrument was developed to test
the students' ability to recognize
constellations. This instrument
was designed such that the students
were given the name of a constellation and then had to choose the
constellations from a group of four
drawings of constellations. While
teaching constellations in the
classroom, Smith used the allegorical description of constellations
in the form of poster drawings, but
in the planetarium he simply pointed
to the region of the sky and indicated which stars comprised the
constellations. Therefore, since
Smith employed two vastly different
teaching methods to compare the classroom setting to the planetarium, his
conclusions can be questioned.
Wright (1968) found a significant difference on an astronomy
achievement test (R. < 0.01) between
students who had attended the planetarium programs and students who had
not attended the planetarium, with
the latter group being superior.
She also reported no significant
difference in achievement between
students who had
and
activities with the
planetarium program and those who
only
the planetarium
program. In addition Wright found
no difference in achievement as
measured by the same instrument
between students who had
preparation by the teacher and those
prepared by the planetarium lecturer.
In the experiment Wright attempted to
present the same information to each
of the groups. Unfortunately, the
manner of
appears to
be so varied between groups that a
clear cut conclusion of the study
is difficult to reach.
Reed (197
found that in a
comparison of the effectiveness
of the
and the combination of the classroom chalkboard
celestial
that the classroom

THE PLANETABIAN

situation was
Studies by
and
Soroka (1967) have also
the planetarium environment with
that of the
only Soroka
better
in
vational astronomy in the
tarium than in a conventional
room.
Dean and Lauck
skeptical of all of
mentioned studies since
planar, two-dimensional
and
pencil tests had been
measuring devices.
a true test of whether or not
student has learned some elements
observational as
would
to be conducted out-of-doors
the real
the

Dean and Lauck then
tested each student
real sky and concluded
method was
first their s
contradict the work
However each
behavioral
methods
thus a
difficult
In view
apparent
diction in the literature
value of different
in as
it is
be reexamined.
centrates
on one
can be used either in the classroom
or
: the use of visual
illustrations to teach cons
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this
examine the effectiveness
constellation star fields
wi thou t the aid

mythological constellation
The null hypothesis to be
tested was: the superimposing of
constellation
on constellation star fields
the teaching of these constellations will not affect the mean
of the two groups in
the star field when the
not present.

7•

8 ..
9.
In the actual
were
fied in
students remember them.
Ursa Major was
to
Bear and Gemini to the Twins
answer sheet contained the names
the constellations in
of four.
Each

METHOD
All the third and
fourth grade boys and
from a
school in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida were available as
ects
in this study. These students were
chosen using a stratified random
based on
questionnaire, vision
test, and a
t score and
either in treatment group Tl or T2.
The groups can be considered to be
to each other. The treatment group Tl contained 19
ects
and the treatment group T2 had 17
ects. These groups do not
contain the same number of
ects
as a result of absenteeism at the
time of treatment
If a
ect was
not
at the treatment, there
was no way to include him in the

letter. It was the
subjects to examine
and select the correct
the group of four.

instrument
constellations but
of the
the answer groups for
ment had been

In order to avoid
some difficulties encountered in
research, the
a paper and
instrument in the classroom, but also
assessed the students in the
tarium which accurately reproduced
the real sky
Both the pre and
post paper and pencil instruments
consisted of an answer sheet and a
series of constellation star
one constellation per page. The
twelve star fields used in this
study are called constellations even
though one of them is not. They
are listed below:
4 Big
1 Orion
5. Cepheus
2. Leo
6. Ursa Major
3. Gemini
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eye
size letters was
sample selection, under identical
conditions in which the
to view the slides or
stars.
Each group
the vision test and then
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constellation star fields in the
classroom.
each constellation
the
ects were shown a slide of
the constellation star field, told
how to locate it and then a graphic
stick figure of the constellation
was drawn by the lecturer using a
to trace out the appropriate
stars. These instructions were prerecorded in order to minimize the
variation in the presentation.
Group Tl was then asked to imagine
the lines connecting the stars and
to visualize the
for fifteen
seconds
Group T2 was
instructed except that after 5
of the 15 seconds had elapsed, the
slide was removed and a second slide
was presented for 10 seconds which
contained in addition to the star
field a graphic stick
the stars in the constellation.
After the presentation of the
twelve constellations, each group of
subjects was given a paper and pencil
test of the constellations. Similar
tests were given to the subjects on
days 7 and 14
the initial
presentation in order to determine
the effect of the treatment on
retention.
will be referred
to as posttests 2 and 3 respectively,
in the remainder of this paper.)
The subjects were given neither
information on their scores of the
test nor the correct
answers.
the first paper
and
test (posttest
,both
groups were taken to the planetarium

answer sheet
menter. The
the dome was
enough for the
this task without
dark

been considered
in
as possible
altitude

is
a t test of
0.05 level was used
& McNeil 1969). To
factor

measures.
RESULTS
After the
increas
on posttest
and
as shown in
that
effect on the
of constellations
it appears that the
for any
terns other
the
which mos everyone
The!. test

The subjects were permitted to
sit in any of the 100 seats under
the 40-foot dome. The
instrument was a
A3P. After
the
ects became dark adapted,
they were again given the vision test
and then directed
means of an
to the section of the
a constellation. The
ects were then asked to select
the name of the constellation on an
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variance with

variate

scores was also
=: 0.284,
. The result
measures
the interaction effect
and occasion was
79
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CONSTELLATION STUDY
FIGURE 2
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CONCLUSIONS

TABLE 1. MEANS AND STANDARD DEVI

9)

(N:::17)
p

2

x

6.31

7.42

7.10

6.

(J

2.73

2.03

2.69

3.

,"..

6.06

6.94

7.23

6.

(J

2.51

2.60

3.07

:::

planetarium test

:::::

paper

pencil pas

t 1

:::::

paper

pencil pas

2

3

1

:::::

of

mythological
on constellation
the
of
these ~onstellations will not
affect the
of the
two groups in
field when the
not present.
both
This result
cited
the
to the
of
ects
of
visual illustration8
nor hinders the
ects'
to
star fields on star charts
Since
or in the
both treatments used in this s
have the same effect upon the
ects, it would appear unnecessary
for a classroom teacher or
tarium lecturer to use

.......................... n

with

s

education or the transmittal of
information can occur in a
where little
the affective domain and
seems that the effort
this domain may
reduced without
nitive domain

constellations ..
to the
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:::::
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It is reasonable to
the
1.
fact that
the owo tests are similar is remarkable
the environment
in which they were obtained.
scores can be
on the paper
and
tes t because
(1970) has pointed out that a
ect
will do better on any
instrument which more
reflects the mode of instruction than
one that does not.
the
owo-dimensional paper and
test resembles the owo-dimensional
slides much closer than does the
ree-Ql,memS ional
These subjects, while well experienced with the paper and
method of
, had never been
tested in
When one
considers

Press.

Reed, G. 1970
a More Effective
Than

environment, it
is reasonable to expect that the
scores would differ by a much
amount, and the fact that
do not
is
in itself.
Further research should be
conducted to determine when and
under what conditions visual illustrations can be
utilized or omitted.
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What's an exobiologist? • .
He studies what mayor may not exist.
He is oft-inclined to meditate
On complex chains which replicate
And perform their choreography
In states of reversed entropy,
Stressed
In order
For
And

and strained by natural selection
to achieve perfection
certain astro-eco niches
evasions of macro-molecular snitches.
Although he thinks that sheer statistics
Show there's life 'round other stars,
Constraints of our earth-bound logistics
Direct attention first to Mars.

There, with dandy little scoop
He'll serve up super "chicken soup"
To dry and rusty Chryse turfs
And see if there's some life like earth's.
(We hope it would be found delicious-Not disastrously pernicious!)
And then he'll add some CO 2
To see if there's a gaseous clue
For life which is on Mars unique
With biochemistry that's "Greek".
Perhaps unlike terrestrial cells
Whose nucleic acids twirl in L's,
Mars "DNA" is dextro-rotary
With right-handed amino-acid coterie.
In July of our Bicentennial year
Viking, we hope, will make it clear
What up to then remains unknown:
ARE WE, OR ARE WE NOT, - ALONE?

Jeanne Bishop
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by Everett Q. Carr, PZanetarium

Direator~

New

Herkimer BOCES3
Figure 1 shows the
of the assembly. A total
pieces of
angle are

The World War I Flying Ace was
to the third and fourth
grade trip to the planets. But a static image of our hero would never do.
Projecting a slide of the Ace onto a
moving mirror would give the desired
mobility, but no such mirror was available.
We did have a DC motor (Edmund
#41,860--12 volt, variable speed and
which together with a mirror,
aluminum angle, a few screws
and
, put us in business.
~ommitted
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are cut and bent at one end to get a
sturdy mounting base.
The mirror was attached to the
aluminum angle by double-sticky-backed
tape~ a piece mounted to the aluminum
angle after cleaning the surface with
sand paper and a second piece attached
to the copper colored backing of the
mirror. It is probably better to clamp
the mirror mechanically, and I will do
it to mine when and if it falls off.
The 1/2" (1) angles are bolted to
the motor with 114-40 x 1/4" long round
head screws, nuts, and washers. #6-32
x 1/4" long round head screws, nuts and
washers tie the 2 1/2" long aluminum
angle (2) to the vertical angle (3) and
motor angle (I). After assembly, the
holes of the vertical angle (3) can be
spotted on the 1/2" plywood base and
1/2" round head #6 wood screws fasten
the motor assembly down.
The use of a three section mount
allows the mirror height to be adjusted
for a range of projectors. Mine are
rather tall Minoltas.
A piece of 1/2" wood dowel rod
drilled for the 1/8" diameter motor
shaft makes a hub which can be fastened
with a self-tapping sheet metal or
wood screw to the mirror
and
even tapped for a setscrew. A power
is illustrated in Figure 2.

±
1iUJJ~eR

a>MtJuoJ'~,'2S8""""""""""---""""''''''

roWER SUPPLY
fiGURE 2
A double-pole, double-throw switch
reverses the polarity of voltage to
the motor.
About the mirror, we ~sed a plain
second surface float glass mirror cut
from an l8 n x 48" mirror we found on
sale. The
surface mirror has a
faint ghost. Maybe someday we'll
THE PLANETARIAN

some
surface mirrors,
meantime we'll make do and
ghosts. A
cuts
from Edmund
is worth
mention. It is
reversible and has the
gear chain. It also
well on low
AC clock motors
costs more. A
is diagrammed in
4 indicates how to
speed unit.

POWER
FIGURE 3
The mirror
can be
mounted on a board in a number of
to move
ector
Cartoon characters
take off, space
The construction time with
hacksaw, file center
hand
screwdriver and
is about
hours
The cost per unit is under
I built and use four of
I'd build another
but I
squeeze more into the star
island.
VARIA&'E' SPEED

POWER

by Robert C. Tate, Harper PZanetarium3 AtZanta 3

consistent

real
are used from
such
latitude, which
ascension and
new material
and processes which must be learned
with similar material
which the
has
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it is possible to carefully color in
the fire directly on the finished
slide using an orange felt-tipped pen
with a very fine point. It may be
necessary to apply a couple of coats
of ink to the emulsion side of the
film for complete coverage. White
out the arrow with typing correction
fluid if it is not desirable in your
planetarium.
Hopefully others will find the
use of these sketches and the campfire
analogy of value in teaching this
important, but difficult, relative
motion problem.

Abell, G.O ..
Universe, (New York,
and Winston), p. 15.

(Editor: Bob suggests that
planetariums have similar
would be willing to share and
The Planetarian as a logical
for exchange. How about it?
have a line drawing you
larly useful?)

AMERICAN INDIAN ASTRO OMY
AVAILABLE FROM HANSEN
With the assistance of a grant of
up to $25,642 from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Hansen
Planetarium in Salt Lake City has developed and is currently distributing
an original p.rogram on the astronomy
and mythology of the North American
Indian.
Enti tIed "The People," the 45minute program is designed to appropriately honor native Americans by
calling attention to their rich and
long-neglected legacy of astronomical
knowledge and literature.
Dr. Mark Littmann, Director of
Hansen Planetarium, offers some program
notes: "The show flows across many
different Indian cultures to account in
legends for the creation. of the sun,
the 'blemishes' on the face of the mOOD,
the origin of the stars and constellations, and some of the princip'al constellations themselves. But the stories are more than powerful and occasionally humorous ideas about the origin of objects in the heavens--they
show a sense of the oneness with nature so pervasive among American Indians.
Planets and animals talk to man and the
spirits above. All of nature is very
much alive and worthy of respect.
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"The program looks back a thousand
years to see what earlier Indians had
accomplished in the way of solar observations in the
and
supernova sightings in the desert
west. The latest archaeoastronomical
findings are reviewed
nAs the myths
dence of white culture
The
is
in
of Indian poetry and statements sounded
against the broken
of the
whites.
'" The People' concludes wi th a
beautiful Indian myth about the
Way. Hopefully the audience will leave
with a
for the
of
mythology and tradition to all
and a sense that the
of
Americans is still with us and has something profound to say to our modern
world."
Show tapes:t
annotated script are
duplication by other
be put on the distribution list or
more information contact John
Hansen Planetarium, 15 South State
Street, Salt Lake
,UT 84111.
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legend, Rock Art, Ce moni I

r

by Von Del Chamberlain, National Air and Space Museum 3 Smithsonian
EDITOR: This article is an edited version of a paper presented in June 1973 at
the inter-American meeting3 "Science and Man in the Americas".,
by Mexico's Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologia (CONACYT)
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). It was de
session titled "Archaeoastronomy in Pre-Columbian America".
a somewhat different group., the planetarium community should find a wealth
po~ential program material and references.
For more information., see
astronomy in Pre-Columbian America 3 edited by A. F. Aveni., University
Press" 1975.
I.

Introduction

individuals and groups involved
Most
have been lost
A
survive and
due to
efforts of
scholars interested in the flow of human ideas
the planet.
Art, ceremony,
and actions all indicate
of the motives of ancient
Careful s
of these
bined factors,
for rebetween them, should
illuminate our
astronomical
of the
Americans and other
cultures.
This paper will examine
primitive and
American
Indian art and
The

For the earth he drew a straight line.,
For the sky a bow above it;
White the space between for daytime"
Filled with little stars for nighttime;
On the left a point for sunrise"
On the right a point for sunset"
On the top a point for noontide.,
And for rain and cloudy weather
Waving lines descending from it.
From Longfellow's Hiawatha
When we consider the intrigue and
drama of the sky, it is not surprising
that ancient humans from all lands
left reminders of their interest in
the realm above the landscape.
Throughout the world we find symbolic
drawings and carvings on stone surfaces which include figures indicative of the sky and its phenomena.
We also find conceptual explanations
of the origin and properties of the
sky and its phenomena in the form of
legends transmitted along the time
column via selected human memory.
This remembrance is often fragmentary
and it likely has been
modified according to the
tions of and influences upon the
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the
sun;
comets;
stars;
Way;
meteors fireballs and
meteorite falls.

II.

The 5

The Pueblo emergence
from Zuni about 1880
, s
resembles the classic Greek s
89

It
with Awonawilona
contains
Vi who
created
, the sun. Next came the
sea which divided into Earth Mother
and
Father
Father
of
maize above to become the brilliant
s
The
was
the emergence
from the bowels
Earth.
One of the best illustrations of
is the well known
Mother Earth
The

h
reasons ancient
concerned with
Their

For

stories and
is abundant. Steward
that
and wavy line
the most common of all
he studied
water.
Some of them are
snakes
It is
however that
1974

snakes
90

The

Origin of Light

reason to
watched it

After the earth was formed on Big
Turtle's shell~ there was not enough
light~ so the animals said.
Big
Turtle called a council. When the
council met~ Big Turtle said that
because the island had been made for
the woman~ there should be more
light. Someone said that a light
hung in the sky would be well. Then
Small Turtle at once answered~ "If I
could climb into the sky~ I could
gather together some of the lightning~
and make a ball of it." Big Turtle
said., "Oh~ yes. Try to climb up.
You have g.reat power. "

as alert and
star.
Great numbers
Indian
very well
ceremonials
of solar ceremony
indicate the
tions of the sun made
groups and the total
had of solar
Sun

At once Small Turtle made medicine.,
and soon there was a great storm.
A cloud full of lightning rolled
down towards the council., with a
great noise. There were broken
and trees in the cloud. It
came so near that Small Turtle
climbed into the cloud., and went
upward W1: th it.

the sun
total solar
would be

When she reached the Sky Land., Small
Turtle gathered much lightning together. She made a ball out of it.,
and hung it in the sky. After that
there was light on the island because
the sun shown. Small Turtle also
made moon.

Figure 1
symbol
bou lder" at Symbo l Bridge in Lava
Beds National Monument.
boulder. Note crescents at
center., and
above large
in
(B)
of top of
Note crescent
and cross
and two star
figures. (C): close-up of center
of boulder. Note "sun disks"
two crescents. Crescent at very
top of view just left of center
difficult to see in
Also note faint star
just below and right
crescent. (D): Suns
at bottom of boulder De7~eQ'.D
All photos courtesy of

The cloud path taken by Turtle
into the sky is clearly a tornado.
Here we have the
symbolic
relationship between fire, lightning,
sun, and other luminous objects of
the sky.

The Sun
One by one
The stars are lighted by the sun
Before he retires to his lodge for
rest.
It is his last duty
the
Otoe song about
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FIGURE 1.

"ASTRONOMICAL SYMBOL BOULDER"

D
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2
"Sky wa l l" in Fern
Beds National Monument. (A):
Suns and clusters of circles (stars?).
(B)
groups" with crescent
and
Note small "sun" in
cluster at center and human figures
at bottom right. (C): Additional
figures on wall. (D): Note suns
enclosed in

of the
to the
the solar
is in error.
How
One can look
sundisks enclosed in
Figure
and
elsewhere and wonder
total
the circle

A recent
is
The Dakota
Winter Count for the year 1869-70
has been
by
illus
the total solar
of
t 7, 1869 which was total in
Dakota country. (Editor: A '~inter

count"
a pictographic calendar
kept by many of the Plains Indians.
Drawn originally on animal hide 3
one outstanding event was depicted
for each year. (Years were generally reckoned by
winter season.)
These picture calendars thus made
it possible for the Indians to
count forward and backliJard in time!)
to our numbered calendar
sketches of

B

c
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forms .

art
for the moon
the
world is the crescent.
The combined crescent and star
is very common worldwide. It
occurs, for
, on several
national
It also occurs in
several instances in recent and
Indian art.
contains a sketch of a kiva wall
which includes a crescent and
stars
and Plate XIV of Volume I
shows Ute shields which include two
crescents obvious
One of these is referred
the moon
to as
S
as a crescent and star.
this is another
of the
supernova of 1054 A.D. Emerson
has
of Indian
mounds which contain crescent and
crescent-wi th- s tar features (
and ~ontemporary kiva
employ the crescent
crescent with star.

Planets a

Com

The sun has two daughteps.
Thepe are twenty men who kill these
daughters.,
and aftep fifty days they retuPn to
life.
A saying of California Indians (
Except for "Morning and Evening
Star", planet mythology and art are
not very common in recorded American
Indian literature. From the frequent
mention of "Morning and Evening Star"
in legends (24) it seems reasonable
to expect that Jupiter, Mars and
Saturn would have also been important
in primitive rituals.
It would seem difficult to be
able to recognize planet symbols in
primitive art since they would likely
resemble star symbols. They might,
however, be set apart in some way
from the stars. It seems possible,
for example, that the cross enclosed
in
THE PLANETARIAN

Figupe 4 Three
Canyon de Chelly.
enclosed in
ceiling with dot
(D) ape of same
elongated features
"Meteop shower"

the alternatives
attracted
among the Indians.
been many
comets
past several hundred
tions of comets should
than many
Of course
be
brilliant fireballs
The Dakota Winter Count
described
Praus (
for the year 1909
like it could well
a

Figure 5: A possible Hal
Comet
pictogpaph (peported as '~vening
Stap Visible in Daytime
Dakota Winter Count
1909
Reproduced
publication
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The
Seen in
well represent
which
was visible
of
1910 rather than
observation
of Venus which is not nearly as
and can be seen
with
di
every occurrence of greatest
brilliancy.
Grant (26) uses the term
to describe
elements
of Chumash
The author
feels that
more
resemble a
event than a
comet.

Patterns of
stars
wall in Fern Cave
Beds National Monument
of this. Portions
wall are shown in
the subtle human
bottom
of

The stars have always been
of all lands.
culture
seems to have had its own constellations. However,
for a few
groups of stars
,Ursa
or,
Orion), American Indian constellations are not well known. In many
instances the stars are not identified and the constellations are
vague
little work seems to
have been done
to identiin various
recorded
have been made, but often not with
the assistance of
the
well (
is a fertile field for individuals
well and
oy
who do know the

stars?
crescent and
at Chaco

a

star
The best
seems to
curIndian
used in
poss ib iIi ty
ces. The
is patterns of dots. These are
sometimes used in Hopi art (28) and
(2) .. Gourd
in Navajo
holes
rattles
the
used for
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this
interest in archaeoastrlon.om~
as is the
tronomical

several times
suggested
De

Figure 6: Crescent and star pictograph with artist "signature" at Chaco Canyon
Nationa Z Monwnen t .......................................•...........................
the possibility that the early
Americans observed and recorded
supernova events. Such events may
have had considerable influence on
primitive groups. It is reported
that the supernova of 1054 A.D. was
important in the history of Mesa
Verde (32). Several Indian legends
mention "Great Star". Work is
needed by ethnologists to test the
idea that some of these might have
resulted from the supernova event.
Since naked-eye supernovae are rare
events, records of them are useful
for precise indication of time.

these interesting groupings of crosses
(and dots) were night sky depictions.
They became known as "Planetarium
Sites" since they remind one of an
ancient version of the modern
planetarium. The term is inappropriate since the basic word in
"planetarium" is "planet". It is
suggested that the term "star
ceiling" be used for these and
similar depictions. These ceilings
seem to clearly represent star
groups.
Another symbol which is naturally
suggestive of a star is the multirayed point of the type in Figure 6.
Other more abstract symbols might
also represent stars.
It is
to
FALL/WINTER 1974
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III.

The

II

When meteors are visible
numbers
a
of
days, they always
attention. The
legend may allude to the meteor
shower event (

The Prairie is dark
But across the sky
Is a trail of light.
It is the ghost pathway
Of the departed warriors.
Otoe Song of the Milky Way (33)

At one time an orphan
was very unkind to
ran away.
ran a long way. He ran
Then because he was
animals~ he climbed
the forest. It was a
and he climbed into
branches of it.

The concept so nicely stated in
this Otoe song is probably the best
known Indian idea about the Milky
Way. Other concepts are stated in
various sources (34). Stephen noted
that the double arch symbol was used
by the Hopi as a symbol for the Milky
Way (35). It would be exciting to
be able to
ancient American
drawings representing what is now
known to be the disk of our own
galaxy seen from inside. It would
be so very interesting to be able
to bring together coordinated
information on the concepts of those
who long ago. stood on this same land
with inquisitive minds tuning in on
galactic photons, stimulating their
light sensitive organs.

M

o
and

A person came to
sky. He said~
my
l. I have
you are treated."
the boy stepped
rose higher and
upper sky
Then the
into his
manitoes
are
to war against
with
bow

Firebal
Fall

When a star falls from the sky it
leaves a fiery trail.
It does not die.
Its shade goes back to its own place
to shine again.
The Indians sometimes find the small
stars where they have fallen in the
grass.
Menomini Indians (36)

The common faint meteor was
likely of some interest to ancient
Indians. It probably took its place
with other elements of the
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as

twelve arrows

manit0 3 they had power to ki
At last the boy saw the chief of the
evil manitoes. He drew his bow and
shot his last arrow; but the chief
saw it coming. At once he changed
himself into a rock. And the arrow
buried itself in a crack of
The chief was very angry. He
"Now your arrows are all gone!
at
because you have dared to
me~ you shall become the trail
your arrow."
at once
?

t

D

Emerson
account concerns
It also contains
seem to allude to

assumed
toward
One of

meteor shower is the fact that the
members of the shower define a radiant.
The
s
alludes to
such a radiant.
We do have
of meteor
shower records among the Indians.
's
on the
Dakota Winter Count shows six illustrations of the famous Leonid
shower of 1833. Another is recorded
These are sketched
7. This shower aroused
the world.

When we realize the
nature of a brilliant fireball,
one which
meteorite fall, it becomes clear
that this
of event would have
emotional response
man. Indeed, the
of
meteorite fall can be one of the
ive of all natural events
most
interested in human
response to natural phenomena should
become well
with this
occurrence.
it remains an event which most
even scientists, are not
well schooled tn. The author has
no question that this event will
be found to have
entered into ceremony, art, and
is one
of the fireball in

such crying"
burning up.
brightened
as if
The people
down to
deep water
Immediate
the water

But
the
not

on
Burning star Jumps Into the Lake
The two Indians who related this story
to Bon Whealdon in 1924 thought that
Burning Star was a meteor that had
plunged into Flathead Lake long ago.
The world was very young when
story took place. It was before
our grandfathers' grandfathers' days~
but there were people who saw these
They saw a burning star race
and
into
through the
lake now called
PLANETARIAN

These are true
This is an
of a fireball event
both the visible and

It is

, but not

certain,
fell into
familiar with meteorite
prone to
there is confusion about where the
ect
,if
any, reached
level
cannot conclude from this
that meteorites
landed as the account infers. Modern
of fireballs and meteorite
falls
suffer from this
of confusion. But the account is
of observation

Fig'lA:Pe 8:
A through F
article
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Indian art.

winter

of Dakota winter Count
G for winter
MalZery's articZe

B

A

o

one
in

F

E
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a

some

that
the
others
g

and meteorite
contributed to
that

an
associated
Mound near Anderson,
Additional ornaments
were found in
connection with a skeleton and altar
in the
Mound, Ross
Ohio.
The Chilcoot iron was
ed
from a Chilcoot Indian of Alaska and
was observed to fall and
retained
the Indians for
100
years before its sale (
The
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The Dakota Winter Counts suggest
the possibility of finding similar
calendars on stone. The "star
ceilings" at Canyon de Chelly,
coupled with the fact that star
maps have been produced on stone in
other parts of the world~ suggest
that American Indians might also have
made such sky depictions. The possibility of locating such items,
though remote, are far too exciting
to ignore.
People interested in Archaeoastronomy are encouraged to communicate ideas and results of research
to the education community. It is
especially appropriate that we
provide well written and illustrated
summaries to planetarium educators
and outdoor education specialists.
Sky theaters can be used in the heart
of metropolitan centers to simulate
ancient observations of the sky.
Naturalists have the unique opportunity to stand with people in the
precise location on the planet where
the ancients stood, look out to the
stars, see what they saw, ask the
questions which they asked, and
attempt to recapture their feelings
by empathetic interpretation of
their actions as they traced the
pigment on the walls.
One year ago the author
participated in such a program; the
first to be held at night in the
Great Kiva at Chettro Kettle in
Chaco Canyon. We lit the flame in
the kiva fireplace. The audience
entered, coming from various cities
and towns throughout the country.
The light of Sun faded into dark of
Night. The stars slowly pulsed into
view where once the ceiling covered
Sky. We talked of the people who
long before warmed the stone we sat
on. We looked together at the stars.
One faint star, we now call Beta
Cephei, was singled out. We
reasoned with modern astronomers
about its 980-light-year distance,
then let our minds drift along its

FALL/WINTER 1974

beam of
back to the time·when
the photons s
our eyes
and brains left that remote
We almost thought we could hear the
voices amid the crackle of fire,
and see their shadows as the flame
danced with them; the kiva once
more lived the purpose for which it
was so carefully constructed, and
the stars rolled overhead to mark
continuance of universal processes
leading to birth and death and
silence of the
With
greater affinity
left the kiva in
the ancients,
our deliberations on the heavens.
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by

Minnaert
on the
different

E. Beetle, Norwood City Schools Planetarium~
the Twelfth General
the International Astroin 1964, Dr. M.G.J
a detailed
as
in
the world. The
and the

to train young astronomers in
countries, prompted the
astronomers
to create a
commission on the
This commission,
lAD Commission 46, is
composed of one member from each
to the lAD who is

Commission 46 seeks to encourage
and
the
of
as
at
the world
Minnaert
E Miller
education varies
to
and even within schools of
a
We are well aware
that here in the United States
In the
and
what as
is
upon tandards set
the minis
of education
each
This varies from
almost a total lack of astronomical
ect matter
the
interest of an
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able astronomers
The commiss
the as
of any school
has

is encouraged as in the Harvard
Physics Project and the Nuffield
Project in Great Britain.
5.

Commission members are asked to
prepare pamphlets suitable for
their own countries on career
possibilities and educational
requirements of an astronomer.

6.

It assists in arranging courses on
selected subjects for young pre
and post doctoral astronomers;
these to be offered during their
vacations on a national, regional
and international scale. Several
courses on a less advanced level
for future astronomers who would
not otherwise have such training
have been arranged. In-service
training for teachers is encouraged.

7.

It recommends that basic modern
astronomy texts, available in
several languages and at low cost
should be given fast worldwide
distribution.

S.

It encourages the education of the
public and non-science majors
through open houses at observatories, lectures, popular articles
and radio and television programs.

9.

An extended list of world observa-

Muller, President
during that time.
countries outlined the state of
astronomy
in their
from primary grades
the
university level.
Reporting nations can
divided into three groups: A. A few
astronomical concepts are
science classes below the
level. B. Astronomy
introduced in lessons in the
tary grades. On the s
astronomy is included in earth or
physical science material. C.
courses in astronomy are offered on
the secondary level. Education
committees are
material such as the
Science Project in Australia.
A further note on some activities
The commission is
lists of
material most needed for as
teaching. It is
extra plates, books and
some
colleges and observatories have
which can be used on loan or as a
gift. A list of educational material
and
aids and where to ob
them has been
It is
up
disLAu~u~o"
between education of
education in as
the
to take
Consis
the
commission's
the theme
of the need for more
instruction for teachers. Until
and science teachers know
more as
service to the
improvement of instruction will
continue
As
education
continues to center around
visualized ideas such as models of
solar system, constellations, and
some earth motions. Informed teachers
are necessary to
the
of astronomy.
As fellow
of the as tronomy
than many
Given far more to work

tories is being prepared in
collaboration with other IAU
commissions.

10. The commission and the Science
Teaching Division of UNESCO are
jointly planning programs of
astronomy education in developing
countries.
To summarize the accomplishments
and goals, Commission 46 has issued
a paper, "Report on the Development
and the Present State of Astronomy
Education in Different Countries1970-1973". It is edited by Edith
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countries, I trust our planetariums
are sparking an
understanding of the skies, inspiring,
and challenging some to take up
astronomy as a career.

: For further
contact the current
President: Dr. D. McNally /
of London Observatory / Mill
London 3 N.W.
United Kingdom.)

Upon request for
ISPE
dues renewal, Stan Wineland
Ohio sent the

In Jteply to youJt Jtequeot to <send a e.hedz I wi.6h to ..tn60Jtm you
cU;t[on a 6 my baniz ae.e.ount maizeo i l almo<st ..tmpo<s<s..tbie. My <shatieJted
clition ~ due to FedeJtal law<s, State law<s, bJtotheJt-..tn-law.6,
outlaw<s.
ThJtough theoe law<s I am e.ompelled to pay an ..tne.ome
am~ement
<se.hool tax, ex~e tax, motoJt tax, ga.o tax, 600d tax, wateJt tax,
pooJt tax and tobae.e.o tax. Even my bJta..tn,6 ah..e taxed. I am Jtequ..tJted
..tne6<S Ue.en,6 e, e.aJt Ue.en,6 e, tJtuc.iz Ue.eVl!.> e, Uq uOJt Uc.en,6 e , c.abaJtu Uc.en,6 e
dane.e Ue.en,6e, and juize box Uc.eVl!.>e, not to mention a maJtJvtage and a dog
1 am aUo Jtequ.-tJted to c.ontJt.-tbute to eveJty <souuy
06 man ~ c.apable 06 bJting..tng to U6e--to women'~
mo to eveJty hO.6pdal and c.haJtdable ..tn,6tdution
mun.ity Cheot, the Red CJto~.6, the blae.iz CJtO.6.6, the
my own .6 a 6e:ty I am Jteq u..tJted to e.aJUty U 6e ..tVl!.> uJtane.e
uJtane.e, toJtnado ..tn,6 uJtane.e, ac.udent..tn,6 uJtane.e, auto
eaJtthqua/ze ..tn,6uJtane.e, unemployment ..tn.6~ane.e, old
wo Jtizman '.6 e.o mpen.o aUo n ..tn,6 uJtane.e .

Be60Jte opening my m<Ul eac.h day we
day I <S new 60Jtm6 and Jtequ.-tJtemenU.
My

b~..tne6<S ~

.60 goveJtned that i l

pa~ e

~

..tn .6..tlent

60Jt

no ea.oy matteJt 60Jt me

6..tnd

I am ..tn,6pec.ted, .6~pec.ted, fuJteopec.ted, Jtejec.ted, dejec.ted, examined, Jte..tn60Jtmed, Jtequ.-tJted, .6ummoned, 6..tned, e.ommanded and e.ompelled, until I pJtov..tde an

..tnexhaU6tible

.6 upply

a 6 money 60Jt eveJty iznown need, de6..tJte oJt hope a 6 the human

S..tmply bec.a~e I Jte6~e to donate to .60mUMng oJt otheJt I am boye.otted,
Ued about, held up and held down, and Jtobbed until I am almo.6t Jtu..tned
1 c.an. tell you tJtuth6uUy that exe.ept 60Jt the miJtaC-le that happened I
en&o.6 e ~ c.heQ/z. The wol6 that e.ome6
my dooJt j ~t had pup.6 ..tn my
I .6old .the pup.6 and heJte ~ the money.
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We all have our favorite horror
story about a planetarium which was
designed and built by architects and
builders who didn't quite know just
what this "planetarium" place was all
about. For example, Stephen Smith
of Arlington County Public Schools
Planetarium tells us that his planetarium was built with glass doors!
Norm Sperling of Duncan Planetarium at
Princeton Day School knows one in which
heavy black curtains solved the problem of the carefully placed windows.
Rich Calvert of the El Paso, Texas
schools relates that one planetarium
projector has plexiglass walls for the
pit in which it rests, so that the
light from the room below very nicely
flows into the planetarium chamber.
Robert Tate, PLANETARI~~ from Harper
High School Planetarium in Atlanta, is
pleased to report that the builders who
wanted to put a beam horizontally
inside the dome for reinforcement, were
gently persuaded to change their solution to the problem. H ear the one
about the planetarium which has a bathroom just on the other side of the
wall of the chamber, or the school
facility with the funny electrical
wiring so that whenever the school bell
rings, it sets off the cove lights?
My own planetarium was not a planetarium
to begin with, and has hot water pipes
running along two walls, gurgling
merrily in the quiet darkness (Haven't
you ever heard a babbling brook outside
under the stars?). When my sun's image
gets into the northeast or northwest,
near the horizon, as for a summer sun
in the middle latitudes, it disappears
behind something up there on the projector. My comments go something like
this: "My goodness! It looks as if
the setting sun has gone behind a
cloud! Let's see if it reappears just
before it sets!"
Have I left any out? Let me hear
from you. After all, nobody's perfect
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BY

Jane

P.

Send your "happenings" to
4100 W. Grace

v
Chuck Vukin PLANETARIAN from
Alexander Brest Planetarium in
Jacksonville, Florida knows the frustration one
from an
annoying
But he has
the ultimate in
special effects
to alleviate
the problem; he calls it the"
light leak proj
Norman Dean, PLANETARIAN in Bel
Air, Maryland shares the
us:
and universities
are
for career
It may be
planetarium
wondered how a
could dis tinguish the
director from the
astronomer. A suggestion
A student is told a date has been
arranged for
with Cher
Burt Reynolds and a
student
similar des
is stationed a
strategic distance away. When near
enough to tell the difference the
astronomer resents b
fooled and
goes back to his
The
tarium director,
that a
reasonable facsimile can be a valuable
thing, proceeds to go out on the
arranged date."
Norman also
how he once
became editor of the MAPS newsletter
At a meeting, someone held up some
material and said,
wants this
burden?" Norman
he said
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wants gin and bourbon?"
Michael Zeilik, of the Harvard
College Observatory, believes that
"geologists are astronomers who never
off the ground". Ouch! Michael
has a sign on his office door:
"Celestial Mechanic for Hire (We can
fix quantum defects While-U-Wait) . . .
Perturbations smoothed out . . .
Precession slowed down . . •
Orbits planned for long vacations."

You don't have to have
ium to be a PLANETARIAN!
Puckett, who works for the
Board of Education as a
shares his true PLANETARIAN
the
cartoons

"SO YOU THINK YOU CAN HANDLE OUR PLANEI'ARIDM, MR. XLYP?"

ANCIENT MAN WAS GUIDED BY THE STARS.

"MR .. MELLISH, I THINK WE CAN DISPENSE WITH THE fK)()PLA AND JUST SWEEP THE FLOOR,,"

THE PLANETARIAN

Considerations
by John J. Soroka, Cranbrook Institute of

Science~

Bloomfield

Hills~

Michigan

Author's Note:

The following article was written over 2 years ago. Since that
time the writer has mellowed, shifted priorities, and achieved a new
Please consider the article in this context. (March 1976)

When I~ sitting~ heard the astronomer~ where he lectured
with much applause~ in the lecture room~
How soon~ unaccountable~ I became tired and
Till rising and gliding out~ I wander'd off by myse
In the mystical and moist night-air 3 and from time to
Look'd up in perfect silence at the stars.
Wal t Whi tman

When I Heard the Learn
The above verse is most
ate for a group of educators of the
1970's involved with science education
for students in grades K - 12,
and adults. Traditionally, I suppose,
most of us tend to teach in the same
manner that we were taught. As
successful students of a
and
, we
built
up over the years a
which allows us to deal
with new information and refined ideas
in skillful ways. Our success has
enabled us to assume an authoritarian
role and,
, a
position in the educational enterFrom our
behind the
console
facts,
or high order
, old hat to
us, but new, and at times
to the learner. If we were
our instructional methods,
demonstrations, and visual aids, the
writer believes that one could show
that
are used mainly to reinforce
the lecturer's role as the
or
We tend to deal mainly
with verification of
theories,
or
controlled demonstrations
and exercises in a s s
fashion to produce desired results.
It appears that we are caught up in

1974

Astronomer

the
the rational
theoretical models, and
manner
to transmit
of this method of
ourselves, have both
intellectual process
vation to assimilate
nalize these ideas

ful,
which
of as
it is postulated that much of the
effort thus far
devoted to

to our
with any sense
ances can be

changed in the past five years. The
buoyant force of the '60's which gave
to us expansion and public support has
subsided. We have lost, temporarily
at least, the momentum which provided
us with a certainty, a sureness which
was one of the great sources of our
creativity and vitality. It is time
to reexamine some of the basic
educational assumptions which we have
accepted rather blindly from a
pompous and elite tradition, and to
reorder our educational goals and
objectives. Of primary concern should
be the better understanding of our
adult and student learners, their
intellectual processes and levels,
, and values. What we achieve
probably will not be new, but our
will be new, or at least
their order will be new. We will
bring to our students new and skillful
the creation of a
of
situations
based not on a
of science or a
, but on the needs
of the learner.
We must not let ourselves be
that we have to wait for direction
from some future, systematized research program. There is an exis
basis for our
and we must
to act upon what
know.
If one is
that the function of the
educator, exclusive of classroom and
administrative duties, is to disseminate information and
astronomical and related
to a wide range of children and
adults, then it follows that the
~a.UC~QL~UW must have some function
of a classroom with

in educational
programs
and a
toward entertainment
mysticism.
the years of
planetarium
and renewed
interest in science and
the 1960's, the lack of definite
objectives and
poses by the
did not appear
as there were
more students
and adults to fill the chambers and
see and hear of the wonders of
astronomy, science and
However, if the
are to be years of reentrenchment
reevaluation of
and values
then one must wonder
the
um
will have the
to serve
education and
own
purposes and proven educational
It is doubtful if the
tallations
will be
years in
and the

nation's schools.
into
consideration all of the
of the above statement, the
al community will have to
answers from a rigorous and
research program. A level of research
must be reached where one can demonstrate that a specific
behavior results in variability of
When this level is
reached, public confidence in education will be reestablished.
to this model is the availaof data from research and
development of programs to
teaching competency, curriculum and
student
Specific
and methods
of instruction will be inves
using existing research data.
Planetarium education has little
specific data to support its claim as
an effective
device. An
analysis of the literature relevant
to the planetarium from 1960 to 1973
is summarized from Reed's
72,
1973) annotated bibliographies:

ized
paper
Vance

that we have
resources available
sential questions themselves are
reasonable and
continues
in education and
to pay bond issues and levies
for some
that the
tional system is
what it
to do
It is necessary
the system demonstrate that a
exists between the money
put in student time
educators, and the result of this
process, the human
that emerge
James E Allen, former U.S. Commissioner of Education, made the followcomments in an article
winter issue of the
Review
is inevitable
The circumstances
our times--loss of

Doctoral dissertations .....•...... 18
Educational Articles ......•.•..•.• 59
Individual Programs,
Outlines,
.•••.... 19
Des
of Installations
and Programs.................. ..80
Technical and Auxillaries .••...•.• 28
Historical and Associations .••.... 20
Two forces exist in modern
which are driving the educational
to change
A press for
comes from business
, and from the
the various state
legislatures. With
and limited funds, educators are
to relate
(money,
, buildings,
tudent achievement
of the

the maximum
the
demand

power,
and
it and
come from those

sources.
ble for

educational
prepare young

is the need for
In the
FALL/WINTER 1974
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intellectual and cultural environment
characterized
change. For
centuries, the science curriculum
has been
with the idea that
tomorrow would not be much different
from yesterday. Conventionally,
young people have been educated for
the present. This, in a modern,
science-oriented society, is education
for a world that never exists for
the student. To educate for
is to focus on the future. Therefore, the teacher has to teach more
than he knows and for times he has
not yet
"The consequences
of modern science have made
of
traditional educational
in
science and rendered obsolete
amounts of
ect matter in our
courses."
19
As has been said many times and
many
, the maj or
of
science education is to
literate and
in rational
action. Scientific
volves the
process skills, and concepts
necessary to meet the more
of all education. Above all,
the school must
a
curriculum which will allow
the student to learn under his own
initiative, and a motivation within
the student to do so.
To
scientific
science curricula must contain a
balanced consideration among conschemes, science
science processes
processes, the social
of science and
~ and values
from science. Emphases
on values, social
of science
and technology, and moral education
be
o f ' s science
curriculum.
I
I
I

hear .... and I forget.
see ..... and I remember.
do . .. . and I understand.
Ancient Chinese Proverb
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he engages
, he
view
as tentative rather
solute and he considers
claims as
ect
and confirmation.
his own
about man and

he begins to understand the complexity
of verifying knowledge and the processes involved in it. (Massilas

1969).
It is not the purpose of this
paper to discuss the various curriculum projects nor the foundations
upon which they are based. However
some recent studies have shown that
all students do not have the ability
or perception to be successful in
struggling with strange concepts or
high level integrated processes.
It is to these students, perhaps
the majority, that teachers must
address themselves. Programs must
be adapted to allow students to
undertake their studies at various
starting levels and proceed at
their own rate.
In a paper presented for discussion at the annual meeting of the
National Association for Research
in Science Teaching, April 1974,
Ann Howe undertook a review of the
literature to examine the factors
associated with intellectual development during adolescence, and to consider what the implications of these
factors might be for curricula and
teaching methods in secondary school
science. She stated:
"The present secondary science
curriculum is based on the structure
of science and to a large extent
ignores the structure of the
adolescent intellect. A major
change in point of view will be
required if science instruction
is to promote intellectual growth
for all, or even a maj
of
secondary students.
"One of the s tronges t
sions to emerge from reading the
literature on formal operations is
the vast differences between
adolesceBts in intellectual achievement and ability. Instruction cannot
possibly bring about
unless
it takes these differences into
account. The high level of interest,
even
~ with the idea of
1

Piagetian s
and the
of certain tasks has obscured
all thrust of
's work and led
a notion that we have to wait until
an adolescent becomes 'formal
tional' and then b
certain kinds
of instruction. On the
,
we should be
instructional
methods and
attitudes
will help students move forward
from wherever they are. The
ature comes
point that intellectual
is gradual
there are
factors outside
of the control of the school but
that the schools have an
role in this
IV
She further listed seven
or
from her review of the
literature
1. There is a
to
and other similar tasks
is for a program which will allow
adolescents to make progress in
of
abili
2.
students to become

It may
3.
which

The

level is
matter
4. Most
that below
be in a concrete
This does not
all take
but that
in concrete
different
should be
content
aim is
tion of overt action into mental
the

concepts and, eventually, think in
abstractions and generalizations.
5- The content of a problem may
be more important than the structure
of the problem. The wisdom of
trying to teach disembodied "processes of science" without regard
to content should be given another
look.
6. Much more needs to be known
about the relation of reading and
language ability to intellectual
development beyond childhood.
7. We need much more knowledge
of the details of how important
concepts are acquired.
She concludes with a caution
not to think solely in terms of
formal operations, and that formal
logic seems too tight a container
for the broad range of reasoning
powers which are possible.
There are a number of additional
studies which have given some validity
to the concern of the national science
curricula's appropriateness to all
students in the secondary schools.
Marek and Renner (1972) report a
s
which attempted to answer the
question, "Can high school
students exercise the type of thinkwhich allows them
variables, see the
one factor in another process, use
the
of exclusion and
reason with the 'if ••• , then ..• ,
therefore •... ' construct?" Jean
in..;;....;;;.~.;;;.;;..;;...;..;....,~

has called a person who is able to
reason with these factors a formal
thinker.
to
Beard (Lawson
, a formal
thinker
cession of
and
expresses in
to look for
to test them ••• he
which enable him
definitions to
This person
state
is
riculum S

the student is asked to do
that - form
about his
observations. Results
conducted on students
this exercise indicate
tenth grade students cannot
operational
and
Renner 197
In another s
, Lawson
found that many students in BSCS,
Chern Study, and
not formal
secondary school curriculum
matter is not suitable in terms
the intellectual level
the
showed
still
of intellectual

inves
students

standing of formal abstract
it appears for them a science
which deals with abs
"basic"

s

#

3

%

5.9

#
%

cs

#
%

6
11 .8

6
11 .8

0
0

1
2.0

1
2.0

0
0

1
3 0

0
0

#

18

9
9

2

4.0

18.0

4

8

.3
=

Is it
for a maj
of
mary or intermediate students to do
more than sit and watch, much less
understand, the intricate motions
of the sun,
on the seasons? Is
for a sixth
student
to be able to read,
, and
to form a mental
the moonearth system from a
ected slide
of the sun, moon, earth and lunar
uH<~ac,~?
At what level are we preschemes such as

with
, how
can we assume that he can deal with
the
law, solar and
motion,
unction?
doctoral disto
the writer
studies

0
0

12. 1

student defines a
lem and is asked
skills and
mathematics
attempt to
The student
into the
exit at his
and
ledge but
what
him or
for solving
towards a tentative

instructural
to describe
most are
tions and thus cause misunderstanding
and poor communication. According to
Ost:
es of
s
which merge, for
instructional
, two or more
bodies of knowledge. This
that the instructors have not conintegrated the content
from their
disciplines
and consequently team teach.
within which
themes or concepts are
Various dis
of
the natural and physical sciences
take
or themes and build conupon them.
An example of
this is the
of energy and
could be studied from biological,
, or chemical dimensions.
INTEGRATED--A term most often
used in connection with mathematics
and science. Perhaps this is simply
a more sophisticated form of an
interdis
program. An example
of an
science and mathematics program would usually involve
the
of applied mathematics
of scientific problems.
term used to describe
attempts to relate skills or concepts
from one
to the other.
The disciplines retain a separate
identity. The usual rationale behind
such a program is to increase the
to the students or to
appropriate skills when
needed.
COORDINATED--Programs which attempt
to remove redundancies and to focus
on conceptual schemes set in a
traditional spiral curriculum with
different courses treating the
material with differing degrees of
sophistication.
COMPREHENSIVE PROBLEM SOLVING-Relatively new approach which is
based on the "unit
The
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reached that
is of a

could

was
Stanley F. Powers
Planetarium
these

of

A.

1.

is memori

ized
2. Students

3.

4. Science
B

1

Characteristics
Facts

2 Deductive
a
3.

4
5.
6
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serves to
subj ect rna t ter
Teacher serves

science.
7. Science is descriptive and
illustrative.
8. Teacher-centered learning.
9. Fact-centered science.
Science As a Process
A. Objectives.
1. Students "learn how to learn".
2. Tests involve critical thinking,
evaluation, synthesis, application.
3. Students develop and improve
attitudes.
4. Students develop skills of science.
B. Characteristics.
1. Learning from activity, centered
about laboratory.
2. Inductive, discovery, open-ended
approach.
3. Teacher-guided discovery.
4. Science is more quantitative and
investigative.
5. Process skills are emphasized.
a. Observing.
b. Inferring.
c. Predicting.
d. Measuring.
e. Communicating.
f. Classifying.
g. Recognizing and using spacetime relations.
h. Recognizing and using numbers
and number relations.
i. Identifying problems.
j. Formulating hypotheses.
k. Setting up controlled experiments.
1. Identifying assumptions.
m. Graphing results.
n. Interpreting data.
o Making operational definitions.
p. Controlling and manipulating
variables.
q. Formulating conclusions and
models.
r. Developing new problems from
conclusions.
A. Objectives.
1.
from the
ship of content, process and

2.

3.
B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

attitude.
Studying the interaction between
objects and/or
and the
resulting changes.
peveloping and unders
of
selected scientific
and
conceptual schemes.
Characteristics.
Spiral development of
or
concepts: equilibrium, matter,
energy, change, models
Students develop the attitudes
and skills necessary to use
processes of science.
The teacher is a
and suggesting.
Materials constructed so that
the students can learn by
Students interact in small groups
or as a class.

A. Objectives.
1. Science becomes a
of
inquiry".
2. Student assumes a behavior of
being able to do;
problem solving
3. A future scientist
B. Characteristics
1. Process of
and
alternatives.
2. Students utilize process and
in
scientific
research.
3. Teacher may initiate
4. Students investigate scientific
phenomena
5. Student-centered
and
dis
science.
When we look at most of our
existing
programs in Ii
of the four teaching methods the
writer believes that we are able to
identify elements of each method at
some level of our graded school
programs. It would be fair to state
that the majority of the time is
spent in the traditional format
dealing with facts and the accumulation of scientific
This
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reliance stems from the
elaborate curriculum
K-12 programs. The curriculum
outline units
the classroom
teacher. It should be noted that in
many cases the selection of units is
determined
those areas of ins
the
is
effective. This is in

educators are

time
a loss to
lack of

ask
questions relative to the
under discussion
classroom teachers' apparent
the
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conclusion that a

teachers trained in
dis
that this

to be
the best use of a
curriculum guide in excess
of 1/2 inch in thickness is for the
elevation of a Carousel.)
In
or
exis
programs, it is not
necessary, nor would it be practical,
to construct comprehensive devices
which would be applicable to all
planetarium installations. Of the
eighty descriptions of planetarium
facilities and programs in Reed's
bibliographies (1972, 73), each
appears to be unique in its design
and the function it serves in its
community. This is further born out
by the results of the surveys conducted by Mattson (1970) and Dean
(1971).
These surveys indicated
the great diversity in planetarium
installations relative to equipment,
personnel, funds, programs, and
location. It is the responsibility
of the planetarium to assess its own
program and to report the finding
to the planetarium community. The
regional associations and ISPE can be,
and should be, the distribution centers
for this information.
It is true that these miniresearch projects will be subject to
criticism as to research models,
statistical trearments, and sampling
techniques. However, if enough data
is made available from hundreds of
planetariums, the profession could
then begin to formulate a body of
supporting data for what is being
done in the planetarium, its effectiveness at the level it is being
presented, and its relevancy to the
student and community. Perhaps this
specific data could then be treated
in a more rigorous manner.
If an installation can show that
a traditional program presenting
facts and knowledge about the
development of scientific thought at
the eighth grade produces understanding
by the students and is cons
relevant, this is
and should
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centered around the
matter relative to
is determined to be
grade five but well
relevant to
should be
What we do not need are
tudies of

visual
overhead, slide, and movie
the machine is as effective as we
choose to make it
If it is not
productive, it is not the fault of
the machine--unless it is another
PR 12.
years of expans
and
it is time we
to find out what we are about
Those concepts we teach
and germane to us
Now
to do is demonstrate to ourselves
and to our students that
can
learned and are relevant
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Richard Norton, Grace H. FZandrau PZanetarium~ University

Until quite recently, planetariums have been designed with dome horizon lines somewhere between 8 to 10
feet above the theater floor. There
were good practical reasons for this.
Most building codes required 7 to
7 1/2-foot-high entrance and exit
ways for optimum traffic flow. The
planetarium instrument's latitude
axis, which lies on the same plane as
the horizon line, purposely placed
the projector (and projection dome)
out of reach of the spectators.
Moreover, a high horizon line .made
horizon objects much more visible
to the audience, and anyone leaving
the theater during a presentation
could do so without obstructing the

Tiered
Seating

screen.
didn
planetarium
days.)
The most obvious drawback
the high horizon
the
feeling it
hole in the
look above the horizontal to see
the horizon. The horizon
definition should be horizontal to the
observer's line of
ly, this effect
apparent when
into the
motion
ection
atmospherium) was introduced into
planetarium theater in 1963. Thus

line.
Three alternative solutions to
the
exist, each
some of the desirable features of the
horizon line
refer to these
olutions as follows: the tilted dome,
and the minimum
Each will be dis-

the

of the

dome
instruments possess horizon cutoff
Zeissinstruments have
that stick at certain instrument
latitudes, while
systems
a correct horizon cutoff at
one latitude
A dark wall beneath the dome horizon
to
maintain an
horizon even
star
may be
there due to the above
cover the extended
dome with a dark
circumstances is necessary
stars within the extended
space effects, the horizon
the Xenon arc must be
the cup
as earlier
ection of the cup

74

section
es

the
To

however the
must be tilted in a forward
an amount
of the extended dome
Of course
lenses must
the same
as that of
to maintain horizontal
horizons
It is interes
to note
that the
ector does not
the center
the dome theater
that distortionless
at
center
dome it is likewise true
viewer must be
at the

I

180 0 fish-eye lens

projection
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ected
egress,
for the
and auxiliectors, and maintenance of
astronomical horizon.
3
illustrates the geometry of the
minimum horizon system.
the
of the
eye should be coincident with the
horizon
Though in
this is not possible, it can be very
The average
observer s eye level when seated is
about 42 inches above the floor level
of the dome horThe minimum
izon is dictated
The
obs
s head
a
backed chair, is about 48 inches
above the floor.
At the Flandrau Planetarium a
ection
behind the last row of seats, houses
ectors and
ects
one foot wide.
One foot above the top of this
or a total of 6 feet above
the floor level, is the minimum
horizon level. A seated observer
the horizon from 50 feet
lifts his eye level
3 0 above
true horizontal. This angle clos
a true horizon. If the
horizon is viewed by a standing
observer
it will be in the
Universi
of Arizona's academic
, the true horizon level to
the viewer is essentially 0°. By
alternating the seat
in
each row, visibility of the horizon,
, is
of tiered
therefore avoided
To enter the theater, it is
necessary to pass through the dome
at the 7-foot level and climb a
ramp to the 6-foot level of
the theater floor. Thus

the ramps
would be to
ways behind
to the

access
anyone
the program ends
images
ected
The
in a
latitude axis can
the dome horizon
tion, however
elevator it can
out of reach of
and
the

are minimized
ector such that
of the
the center
These
which one
a dome
program.
no
represent exercises
In the final
available
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conducted by George Reed, West Chester State
Since the advent of ISPE and the
of its journal, planetarium
articles in other journals have practically ceased to exist. This situation could be attributed to the planetarium community's embracement of their
new organization and journal.
The maj
of the articles that
appeared this past year (1973) were
of a research nature. The research
articles continue to show a need for a
conceptual framework within which to
develop purposeful instructional
s
They also show a need for
planetarium researchers who will carry
on continuing research projects.
The following planetarium related
articles appeared during the academic
year 1973-1974:

pieces of art.
Reed,
the
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This is
a study that was
1972 issue of the
Posttes
with the
was used
the classroom
celestial
freshman
treatment.
The results showed
in the attainment
cognitive behavioral
the two
s
ferences were found
of the affective b

Akey, James Miles. liThe Behavioral
Selection of Planetarium Concepts
Appropriate for Second Grade Students " Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Northern
Colorado, 1973.
A One-Group Pretest-Posttest Design
was used to test the appropriateness
of 56 behavioral objectives used in
three planetarium programs presented
to second graders. The programs
dealt with an
to the sky"
and the "sun's
A pretes twas
administered
following each
program and
two weeks later as
a test of retention. The second
understood 39 of the 56 conin the
t
An increased
unders
was indicated for 39
concepts in the posttest analysis.
The retention test showed that 52 of
the 56
were s
retained. A correlation was
between the
time
Bondurant, R
the

L
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College~

f

situation

tion.VI
sertation,
The purpose
mine the
tion on
dents in
attainment retention
toward presented
groups were used
instruction

Art:
to Motivate Works of
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elusions were:
content
in
the
is enhanced
an
tation session,
the combined
and
to be the most effective
apat the junior high level and
(3) the
groups were the
groups to show
tive perThese
are
research
Ridkey, Robert W. "A S
of Planetarium Effectiveness on Student
Retention."
National Association for
Research in Science
Chicago, Illinois, 1974, pp. 158-159.
This is a summary presentation of the
above dissertation. "These
further suggest that it would be of
benefit to develop
ium
that deal
in the affective domain."
Schade, Herbert C and
truction of
Planetarium."
19
,pp.
Details are presented for the construction of a l2-foot diameter geodesic dome that can be used with a
Junior
ector.
Sunal, Dennis W
Planetarium in
Education: An
S
of the Attainment of Perceived
Goals. Ii
doc toral dissertation, Universi
of
1973.
The main purpose of this s
was lito
the relative effectiveness

second
groups: a
group a classroom as

children,
of
A total of 986
into three
and

was
choice
the
that the

An

associated

versities

